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PRAISE & WORSHIP FOR CONTEMPORARY CHOIR



“THIS IS AMAZING GRACE”
This song is fun to sing, and your students will love it. On the chorus, the  
guys have the melody, so let them lead out. Carefully tune the soprano and 
alto high harmonies above this melody. Rehearse this a cappella to ensure  
the harmonies lock in.  As the bridge begins in meas. 41, bring back the  
volume, but keep the hushed energy needed to slowly grow back to full  
volume for the final ending chorus.

“JESUS, THE ANTHEM”
Shelly E. Johnson once again delivers an exciting song of praise! The energetic 
12/8 rhythm requires careful focus on lyrics to make sure the enunciation is 
clear. The dynamic level changes in several places. Pay attention to these  
details because they add variety and interest to the song.

“O PRAISE HIM! ALLELUIA!”
One of the favorite selections in each SonPower collection is the a cappella 
piece. This one is based on the “All Creatures of Our God and King” hymn 
text, with new lyrics and music added. The style is similar to an African chant, 
so add this attitude to your singing.  When the guys sing “O praise Him”  
(meas. 7, 9, 11, etc.), close the “m” of “Him” quickly.  This will fit the style.  
Carefully tune the chord in meas. 20—the harmonies are tight

“HOLY SPIRIT” 
This song should be sung with a sensitive, expressive attitude of worship.  
Be careful not to get too loud, too soon. The first forte marking does not  
occur until halfway through the bridge (meas. 55). Remember:  Any choir  
can sing loud all the time. Really good choirs know how to use dynamic  
contrast to enhance the effectiveness of the presentation. 
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“IT IS WELL”
In this arrangement, one of the greatest hymn texts of all time is paired with a 
new tune by Tommy Walker. Work hard on accurately singing the syncopated 
rhythms throughout. Once again, dynamic contrast is needed. Save forte singing 
until the original hymn tune returns at the key change (meas. 62). When you 
get to the new choruses Tommy created, sing with extra energy.

“HELLO, MY NAME IS” 
There is no authentic way to sing “whoa” without plenty of energy, so start 
this piece with enthusiasm. This song has some incredibly sensitive lyrics,  
so emphasize the words for clarity. Contrasting “regret” and “defeat” is the  
chorus proclamation that I am a “child of the one true King.” So, exclaim  
this powerful truth with confidence. Be careful with the fast rhythms in  
meas. 50-51. Meas. 69 begins a reflective bridge section. Pay attention  
to the growing dynamics as you head for the final chorus

“ONLY GRACE” 
The Evil One loves to remind us of our past failures, our past defeats.  
But God’s grace, love, and mercy covers it all…what a promise! Devote  
a lot of rehearsal time to the rhythms of the verses and chorus. Singing  
a cappella will help you clearly hear trouble spots. After the bridge, there  
is a soft chorus (meas. 36 and following). Be careful, ladies, to sing on pitch.  
It is tempting to let your pitch suffer when you sing softly. Keep the energy  
up, even when you sing at a low volume.

“HOW CAN IT BE?”
This is a great song of confession and praise.  We are indeed guilty and need  
to be ashamed, but the best part of the story is that Jesus is the One who 
pleads for us.  What He did rights our wrongs. Such an amazing gift from 
God…how can this be? This powerful message needs focused rehearsal on  
the lyrics so they will be crystal clear. Paying close attention to the very soft 
passages will make the loud sections even more powerful.
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“GRACE WINS”
Matthew West is a master at painting a picture through his lyrics. This is  
an energetic piece, at a rather quick tempo, so work on rhythms so this  
great story is understood. Focus on these sections: energetic singing at the  
pre-chorus (meas. 25-32); on the phrases “living proof” (meas. 37, etc.); and 
“hallelujah” (meas. 45, etc.). On the Coda, guys need to work on the rhythms, 
because each one has a little variation.

“I AM”
Songs of assurance are important. They help us remember that the  
Great I AM is faithful, and we can hold on to Him when the storms come. 
Note dynamic markings; many are mp (medium soft). Soft singing makes the 
listener focus even better than loud singing, so pay attention to the contrasts 
in volume.

“WE BELIEVE”
Creeds have been part of Christian expression ever since the early church 
was formed.  The proclamation of what we believe is the foundation of our 
faith. Unison singing is often more powerful than part-singing, so focus on the 
opening sections with the reduced dynamic.  When you break into parts on 
the full chorus (meas. 39), let the energy rise!

“BLESSED ASSURANCE, JESUS IS MINE  
(MY KING IS COMING)”
One of Fanny Crosby’s greatest hymns gets a new treatment by Matthew 
West. Rehearse the subtle melodic and rhythmic changes for accuracy.  
The exciting new chorus demands rhythmic accuracy in the hemiola  
pattern of 2 vs. 3. Listen to the demo for a pattern to follow.
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“BECAUSE HE LIVES (AMEN)”
Another great creed song comes from the pen of Matt Maher.   

The resurrection is probably the most powerful aspect of the  
Christian faith, and because Jesus lives, I am alive and can face  
tomorrow.  This entire song needs to be sung with passion.

“DO SOMETHING”
Fast tempo, lots of words…this could be the recipe for disaster.  
But listen to the demo, where you will hear a clear version of this  
fun song.  Work on each phrase a cappella, until you master each  
one. Sing with energy and a smile!
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